Many conceptual modeling and system design methodologies provide tools to help system designers to model the real world. No guidelines exist, however, for determining the relationships within conceptual domains or implementations. RNA (Relationship Navigation Analysis), based on a generic relationship taxonomy, provides a systematic way of identifying useful relationships in application domains. Developers can then implement each relationship as a link. Viewing an application domain from the relationship management point of view and modeling from a philosophy of maximum access provides a unique vantage point for application design. We present RNA and its generic relationship taxonomy, describing their use for system analysis.
Motivation
When reengineering a legacy system for the World Wide Web or developing a new Web application, how does a systems developer determine what to link? A vital aspect of hypermedia system design is identifying relationships and implementing them as links [Fielding et al., 1998 ]. Yet, many relationships in applications-including analytic applications-are poorly identified or ignored in current hypermedia design methodologies [Isakowitz et al., 1995 , Koufaris, 1998 , Lange, 1994 , Schwabe et al., 1996 . Furthermore, many Web applications do not take advantage of the major hypermedia features of the Web-linking, structural and navigational features. Few designers explicitly think about their applications' interrelationships and whether users should access and navigate them directly. This occurs for several reasons [Bieber and Vitali, 1997] . In part, existing applications demonstrate a rich link structure that could serve as examples for system developers. In part, few tools exist that help system developers to think of an application in terms of its relationships [Bieber, 1998a , Bieber, 1998b . RNA (Relationship Navigation Analysis) was developed to solve these problems.
RNA can be used as part of a systems analysis, either to thoroughly describe an existing system (or information domain) in terms of its relationships, or to understand a system being designed. RNA provides systems analysts with a systematic technique for determining the relationship structure of an application, helping them to discover all potentially useful relationships in application domains. These later may be implemented as links. RNA also helps determine appropriate navigational structures on top of these links. RNA enhances system developers' understanding of application domains by broadening and deepening their conceptual model of the domain. Developers can then enhance their implementations by including additional links, metainformation and navigation.
In §2 we introduce the philosophy of maximum access and the hypermedia philosophy of design. §3 gives an overview of RNA's steps. §4 focuses on the third step: relationship analysis. §5 introduces RNA's generic relationship taxonomy. §6 describes a deeper layer of the taxonomy: the domain independent categories. §7 presents an example case study. §8 presents some future directions. We close in §9 with a review of the contributions of this research.
Hypermedia and Design
Hypermedia can be thought of as the discipline of relationship management [Isakowitz et al., 1995] . It considers a system in terms of the relationships among its elements and processes, focusing on how users gain access to them. This view of relationship management follows two philosophies: the "philosophy of maximum access" and a hypermedia philosophy of design. The philosophy of maximum access grants users full freedom to access and explore at will, helping them better understand a domain as a whole and build confidence in application results. Under this philosophy, any element of interest to a user should be a candidate for linking. Under the hypermedia philosophy of design, hypermedia analysis should play a part in the design of every application with user interaction. Also, hypermedia access should supplement many application's feature sets [Bieber, 1998b] .
RNA provides a systematic approach to realizing a philosophy of maximum access within computer applications, supporting a hypermedia philosophy of design. RNA has the potential to establish new standards for designers in the application development process and for users' interaction with applications. Designers should do a relationship analysis in order to understand the relationship structure of their applications. Users should be able to point to any object of interest and find out whatever they want about it [Bieber, 1998b] .
RNA employs hypermedia as a modeling tool not just an information model.
Overview of RNA Steps
A Relationship-Navigation Analysis can be conducted both for describing a system or domain (steps a -d) or for analyzing a system being designed (steps a -e). All steps can be performed in an incremental and iterative fashion. 
3.a. Stakeholder Analysis
Stakeholders-anyone using some aspect of the application-are identified using an initial list of standard user types. An initial list could include software designers, systems analysts, technical authors, user representatives, training and user support staff, business/market analysts, and project managers [Macaulay, 1993] . Additional stakeholders are identified through the iterative process of goal, task, and domain analysis [Prieto-Diaz, 1990] . Also, stakeholders can be identified through the scenarios in the process of developing the requirements for the systems being developed.
3.b. Element Analysis
This step identifies what each stakeholder might want to find out more about. There would be different elements of interest for each class of stakeholders. For new systems, stakeholders' interests could be identified using mechanisms such as scenarios [Gotel and Finkelstein, 1995] . For existing systems, stakeholders' interests could be identified from the system's display screens.
Potential elements include:
• domain objects for which a definition, attribute value or other metainformation could be available, including events, products, executable programs, agents, commands, and parameters; [Kaindl, 1993] • components (model, data, comments, and descriptions);
• aggregates of individual components (short unstructured lists, linear structures, array or tables, hierarchies, trees, paths, tours, webs, networks, and navigational aids (indexes, maps, table of contents, fisheye views)); , Parunak, 1990b • properties of entities such as attributes, component formats and structures, and network topology;
• spatial arrangements of icons in spatial hypermedia model (indicating an implicit relationship among them); [Nuernberg et al., 1998] • rhetorical composites (specific constellations of nodes and links that form logical units for manipulation and navigation); [Parunak, 1990a] • results of any operation (an explanation, calculation, and error messages).
3.c. Relationship Analysis
This step identifies relationships for each element of interest. In this step, each generic relationship prompts a series of questions which designers can ask themselves about each element of interest for each class of stakeholders. Relationship analysis can be done at the three levels of detail shown in Figure 1 . At the topmost general level, analysts use the broad generic relationship categories to examine each item of interest. Generic relationships are described using theoretical labels that capture the breadth of each generic category. The generic taxonomy includes several sublevels, as shown in Table 2 . While analysts can work at any of these generic sub-levels, we believe the bottom leaves will prove the most useful.
When analysts want to examine part of their domain more deeply for a particular generic relationship type, they can then use a more detailed set of categories at the domain-independent level. Domain-independent categories use more concrete, specific terms. §6 gives several examples.
Whereas the set of generic relationships is meant to be complete, over time our collection of domain-independent categories might approach only relative completeness. Researchers always can come up with new ways to subcategorize a generic category.
When analysts apply a domain-specific set of terms that maps to one of the domainindependent categories, they then are operating at the third level of relationship analysis. 
3.d. Navigation Analysis
This step identifies possible navigational structures for each stakeholder. In this step analysts think of each element of interest in terms of how the stakeholder might usefully access it. We can probe for additional relationships by asking navigational questions akin to the relationship questions in step c. For example, we could ask: "If this element were in an index/guided tour/trail for a particular stakeholder task, what else would be on that navigation structure?"
Note that being a brainstorming procedure, this step is different from a standard navigational analysis. It could feed into a navigational design in methodologies such as RMM [Isakowitz et al., 1995] and OOHDM [Schwabe et al., 1996] . They could use RNA's navigational analysis results to design appropriate navigational structures for sets of elements.
3.e. Implementation Analysis
In this step, analysts and designers do an informal cost/benefit analysis to decide which relationships would be useful and feasible enough to include in the application. Analysts should feel cognitively unbounded during the first four stages of the analysis, putting off practical constraints to this last stage.
Designers could decide to implement only those relationships which serve a recognized stakeholder or task (if deemed cost effective). During the RNA, however, other possible relationships are sure to have been thought of. In order to accommodate unexpected uses of an information system, designers might consider including additional relationships that appear to serve no current stakeholder task.
For the remainder of this chapter, we concentrate on step (c), the relationship analysis.
Conducting a Relationship Analysis
Within a generic information system, items of interest can be objects, people, commands, or even pieces of metainformation (if a stakeholder would want to focus on it). For each item of interest identified in stage 3b, an analyst employs relationship analysis as a knowledge elicitation or brainstorming tool, using it as a framework or set of categories with which to examine the application and its information environment. Table 1 gives a series of possible questions which an analyst could ask himself or herself about each element of interest. Alternatively a facilitator could prompt an analyst or domain expert using these questions. We derived each set of questions from the domain independent categories described in §6. For the purposes of this chapter, the questions in Table 1 are rather condensed and highly generic. Obviously they should be tailored to each element of interest. For example, the descriptive relationship prompts designers to ask whether an item of interest has a definition, explanation, set of instructions or illustrations available within or external to the system. (These are all domain independent categories for the generic relationship "descriptive.") The analyst or facilitator clearly should ask each of the questions individually, and in a way that makes the most sense. 
5.a. The generic relationship taxonomy
Relationships can be categorized broadly as hierarchical vs. non-hierarchical [Neelameghan and Maitra, 1978] . We consider hierarchical as internal and nonhierarchical as external. We consider relationships that exist between an object itself and its characteristics or descriptions, and among different views, occurrences or transformations of the object to be internal.
Internal relationships can be broken down into self, generalization/specialization, wholepart/composition, and classification/instantiation relationships. This generalization/specialization, whole-part, classification/instantiation and association relationship classification agrees with the relationship classification in object-oriented analysis [Martin and Odell, 1995] . External relationships can be broken down into association/dependency and comparison relationships.
RNA's generic relationship taxonomy contains the following relationships:
• Generalization relationship -connects an item of interest to the items whose concepts include its concept in a taxonomy.
• Characteristic relationship -connects an item of interest to its attributes, parameters, metadata and other background information.
• Descriptive relationship -connects an item of interest to definitions, illustrations, explanations, and other descriptive information.
• Occurrence relationship -connects multiple instances/views/uses/transformations of the same object in different parts of a system.
• Configuration/Aggregation relationship -connects a part to other parts or a whole functionally or structurally.
• Membership/Grouping relationship -connects a member of a collection to other members or a whole collection.
• Classification relationship -connects an item of interest to its instance or class.
• Equivalence relationship -connects instances of the exact same object to a given item (i.e., same copies of a book or exact match in information retrieval).
• Similar/Dissimilar relationship -connects all items that share some positive or negative degree of similarity.
• Ordering relationship -puts items in some kind of sequence.
• Activity relationship -deals with relationships that exist among elements that are involved in some kind of activity (e.g., among an input, tools, and an output).
• Influence relationship -connects an item of interest to the item over which it has some kind of influence (i.e., causal or control relationship) • Intentional relationship -connects an item of interest to the goals, arguments, issues, decisions, opinions, and comments associated with the item.
• Socio-organizational relationship -connects an item of interest to the position, authority, alliance, role, and communication associated with the item in a social setting or organizational structure.
• Temporal relationship -connects an item of interest to temporally related items.
• Spatial relationship -connects an item of interest to related items in spatial dimensions.
5.b.Global Relationship Attributes
As with the generic relationships, analysts can use global relationship attributes both to describe an existing system or analyze a new system to be designed. Global relationship attributes indicate the common properties that could be applied to all generic relationships. We have found the following global relationship attributes useful to think about:
• Structural relationship -any (generic, domain independent or domain dependent) relationship that connects related objects based on the application's internal structure. A structural relationship exists when another relationship is built into an application, either directly or indirectly. For example, in a relational database, each tuple is structurally related to the table in which it resides.
• Implemented/Operation relationship -any relationship representing menu options, command line operations, and other executable commands. This relationship connects an object to the result of operating upon it. (When a structural relationship is already implemented in an application, it also is an implemented/operation relationship.) • Schema relationship -any relationship that explicitly exists in a system's design documents (e.g., a schema or functional decomposition diagram).
• Statistical relationship -any relationship giving access to any item occurring under similar conditions or otherwise statistically related to an item of interest. Related items found through data mining, for example are statistically related.
• Process relationship -any relationship representing processes and tasks, next step in a work flow, and subtasks in a project management system. A process relationship holds when the elements involved in relationships are connected through processes.
• Coordinated relationship -any relationship in which one element occurs automatically when other elements occur. [Evens, et al., 1980] • Coupling relationship -joins two items if a modification to one of these items could, in general, requires that the other item should be checked for correctness and possibly modified, in order to preserve the consistency of the conceptual model is to be preserved. [Debenham, 1998] Just as analysts and facilitators can use the questions prompted by the generic relationships in Table 1 , they also can use global relationship attributes as a brainstorming tool to solicit additional relationships among domain elements. 
5.c. Other relationship taxonomies
In developing our generic relationship taxonomy, we examined as many other taxonomies as we could. Each of their relationships fits somewhere in our generic taxonomy. Because many of the other taxonomies are domain-specific and quite detailed, by necessity the corresponding relationships in our generic taxonomy often are much broader categories. Our generic relationships could become a reference model for specific relationships, or could be expanded to accommodate specific relationships on a generic level.
Domain Independent Categories
Another goal of RNA is to provide a meaningful set of domain independent categories to further specify the nature of each generic relationship. Domain independent categories are developed using examples and dimension analyses of generic relationships.
This said, most domain independent categories often will not be used explicitly in a lessdetailed relationship analysis. But analysts and developers could use the domain independent categories to delve deeply into a particularly fruitful relationship category. Thus the domain independent categories are most useful when conducting a very deep analysis, or for providing useful questions at the generic relationship analysis level (as with the questions in Table 1 ).
In this section we show a few of our domain independent categories. Note that whereas the generic relationship taxonomy is meant to be complete, by design the domain independent categories can never be complete. The ordering relationship has three domain independent subcategories (series, rank, and adjacency). Each subcategory has its own subcategories. Series covers ordering that are identified in a series or chain reactions of events. Rank deals with orderings that exist in some kind of scale. Strictness, one of rank's subcategory, has its own subcategories indicating the degree of strictness [Conradi and Westfechtel, 1998 ]. Adjacency covers orderings that are identified in some kind of structures, such as stack, queue, and the periodic table [Schubert et al., 1983] . These examples come from many domains, including bibliographic, information retrieval, temporal, geographic, hypermedia, statistical, and data structures.
b) Domain independent categories in ther Descriptive relationship
The domain independent category for the descriptive relationship includes examples from description or explanation related activities associated with an item of interest.
c) Domain independent categories in the Configuration/Aggregation relationship

Configuration/Aggregation
Component-Integral/Assembly Material-Object Place-Area Feature-Activity
The configuration/aggregation relationship has four domain independent categories. All are structurally or functionally related among an element's parts or between its parts and the whole. The whole-part relationship has established sub-relationship taxonomies in many disciplines [Iris et. al., 1988 , Motschnig-Pitrik, 1993 , Odell, 1994 , Winston et al., 1987 . The four categories we use are from the classification done in Henderson-Sellers, 1998, Henderson-Sellers, 1997] , and encompass the others.
An Example Case Study
We recently applied RNA to the domain of on-line bookstores. We illustrate here with some of the relationships RNA helped us find for the element "book." Some of the relationships we found are already implemented in bookstore Web sites, but many do not appear there. An RNA implementation analysis (step 3e) would show that many either are not cost effective to provide and others might give users access to competitors, which an e-commerce Web site often will avoid. Yet, some are useful. And several of the others that the RNA implementation analysis by a bookstore would reject, provide opportunities for third parties to sell or governmental services to provide to benefit the common good. In any event, we were amazed at the scope of relationships we found that do not appear on the Web, yet seem so obvious once we performed the RNA analysis.
Generalization/Specialization
Using the specialization relationship, we determined that a book is an abstraction of the objects novel and short story. Often customers have a preference for collections of short stories or for full novels.
Using the generalization relationship, we realized that books could serve several different roles. For example, books could be generalized into "reading materials," and that many other kinds of reading materials exist besides books that an on-line bookstore could provide. Books also are a kind of product, and that an on-line bookstore could consider other kinds of products such as videos. These roles vary based on the customer's intent (looking for something quick to read, looking for something for a long trip, looking for a gift, looking for something to amuse me this evening), and an on-line bookstore could expand to serve several of these intents.
Characteristic
Using the generic characteristic relationship led us to the following characteristics of books, in which different customers might be interested:
-condition (new/used/damaged) -relevance (How long will this book be relevant? For example, a road map or set of statistics might be valid for a month, a year or a decade.) -date published, edition, whether this a reprint of a recent or an old work -date written (Did it take long to publish? Is this a reprinting of a lost or classic work?) -owner (Who owns the copyright on this work?) -contributors (authors, illustrators, editors, people interviewed during its authoring) -level of reading skills required -intent (reference, history, how to, self help, tutorial, etc The occurrence relationship also leads to warnings an on-line bookstore could provide:
-"You already have a copy of this book in your shopping basket. Are you sure you want another?" -"You purchased this book last week, but it has not been delivered yet." -"You purchased this book last December."
Configuration/Aggregation
Using the domain independent categories for the generic configuration/aggregation relationship, we determined that a book is related to the following objects that it contains:
-its chapters (Is the table of contents available? Can the customer read the first chapter?) -its index (giving an indication of the book's level of detail and expertise) -its forward (which might entice a customer) -its introduction (giving an indication of the book's level of detail and expertise) -its illustrations (customers may be enticed by the illustrations in a children's book or figures in a technical book, for example)
Using the configuration/aggregation relationship, we determined that a book may also be a part of a series. The customer may wish to see other books in the series.
Process
The global process relationship attribute led us to ask how the following processes work. Using good interface design, an educational description of each could be accessible from any book object:
-how a book is written -how a book is published -how a book is manufactured Using the generic activity relationship we also determined which objects are inputs to a book: -paper (Is the paper good quality? Is it printed on recycled paper?) -binding (Was the book manufactured to last?) -cover (Is it hardcover or softcover?)
The generic activity relationship also prompts us to ask which activities a book results from:
-result of research -result of a journey -result of a crisis in the author's life Influence The generic influence relationship leads us to ask which people, events, philosophies, and other books might have influenced the author or the subject matter of a book. Customers fascinated by a book (or author) might want to learn more about these influences.
Future research
Future research on RNA ranges from improving the analysis to extending the approach.
8.a. Scaling RNA
Not all relationship types will apply to every application, and developers might not have time for a full RNA analysis. Thus we plan to scale RNA to serve different purposes.
As part of scaling, we need to determine which relationship types are most likely to be useful on which general kinds of elements of interest, for which general kinds of domains, and for which general kinds of stakeholders. It might be desirable to have multiple domain independent categories for each generic relationship to meet the needs of different situations.
8.b. Integrating RNA with existing tools
RNA could be a part of any requirements analysis in system development methodologies. We shall investigate seamlessly integrating RNA into established system design methodologies [Kruchten, 1995] , including hypermedia design methodologies [Christodoulou et al., 1998 ].
8.c. Design patterns
Each generic relationship in RNA could be represented as specific design or analysis patterns [Gamma et al., 1995 , Coad, 1992 , Nanard et al., 1998 ]. This would provide us a clear and well-defined technique for expressing the relationships. Furthermore, the standard pattern type representation could lead to a relationship language that would facilitate automated generation of links within application designs.
8.d. Potential for RNA of any complex system
Much of human knowledge builds upon comparing objects. The generic relationships in RNA certainly apply to domains outside of the information domain to some degree. In a sense, all the relationships in the real world are candidates that could be covered by the generic relationships in RNA. Thus we shall investigate whether RNA could serve as an analysis technique to determine the relationship structure of any complex system, not just computer applications.
Discussion & Contributions
RNA's generic relationship taxonomy is theoretically robust. It is based on existing theories, ontologies, information modeling methodologies and incorporates established taxonomies logically. It covers the various aspects of information modeling including subject world, system world, usage world, and development world [Mylopoulos et al., 1990] . Also, we believe it is complete in the sense that it is comprehensive enough to cover any existing taxonomy (or at least all we have examined thus far). Generic relationship analysis is unique in that it deals with generic domains.
RNA's generic relationship taxonomy provides a kind of relationship checklist for any application domain. RNA could be combined with conceptual modeling tools to provide a rich conceptual modeling environment where different kinds and levels of abstraction as well as diverse relationships could be supported according to stakeholders' interests RNA provides additional conceptual modeling concepts beyond usual abstraction mechanisms (generalization/specialization, whole-part, classification) enabling rich, relationship-based semantics to be incorporated into information modeling support mechanisms. RNA contributes to hypermedia design methodologies by providing a systematic way to find a comprehensive set of linking and navigational opportunities. In addition, RNA contributes to metadata research by identifying useful generic relationships that could be considered a rich form of metadata.
Yet, in the end we hope that our most enduring contribution is successfully convincing developers of Web applications (both new and transported from other computer environments) to take full advantage of linking in their applications.
